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LESSON PLAN

Overview
1.Title: Raising the Standard Understanding our Constitution
2.Purpose: “We the People of the United States, in Order to form a

more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,
provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare, and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the United States of America.”-preamble
to the United States Constitution.

3.Objectives: Students will understand the purpose of the
Constitution and the protection it provides their unalienable rights.
They will know it is their personal responsibility to protect and
participate in the standards of the Constitution.
4.Duration: Up to 2 hours depending on resources used in lesson.
5.Grade: K-6.
6.Content Area & Core Standards: Social Studies, Math,
Language Arts, Science, Music.
7.Resources / Materials needed: Materials for Constitutional
quilt on page 29
8.Vocabulary: Standard, Founding Fathers, Constitution,
Democratic Republic, Democracy, Candidate, Symmetry.
9.Differentiation: Interactive exercises engage students.
10.Motivation/Anticipatory Set: Staying safe.
11.Assessment/Rubric: Exercises, rubric and worksheets
provided throughout lesson.
12.Preparation: Study lesson and resources to familiarize yourself
with the principles of our government. Prepare science experiment,
class quilt and mock election.
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Book Description
1.Teach the purpose and meaning
of the Constitution to students with
this integrated, engaging lesson
plan. This lesson defines and
illustrates our form of government
through differentiated instruction.
The three branches of government
and voting are explained in
memorable, applicable ways. With
language arts, math, and science
our Constitution will be
understandable and exciting to
students, teachers, and families.
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Lesson

?

Did you ever have a special
you were a baby?

blanket when

One of the VERY

FIRST things that happened after you were
born was the nurse wrapping you in a blanket. MAYBE
even now you have a favorite blanket you snuggle in.

?

Why do we love blankets?

(They make us feel warm and safe.)

Did you know... SOME blankets are like a work of art?

They are called quilts.

AMERICANS have been making quilts for a long time.

They are
made of separate pieces of material sewn together in patterns.

YOUR Grandma’s, Great-Grandma’s, Great-Great

Grandma’s, and Great-Great-Great

Grandma’s worked hard to create quilts that would provide

warmth and protection to anyone using it.
-5-
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Lesson

?

Have you ever seen

a quilt or used one?

THEY make us feel safe and warm just like the first
blanket we had at the hospital. (Take a look at the quilt images)

?
See pages 7-9

What other things or people
protect you from harm?

• seatbelt
• helmet
• sunglasses

• gloves
• coat
• police
• parents
• firefighter • umbrella

See pages
10-14

IT makes us

feel good to be safe.
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Lesson

Did you know...
RULES and STANDARDS keep us safe and protected?

?

What is a rule or standard?

Vocabulary Word

Standard: A set of principles or laws guiding our actions.
Do you know any standards that guide
your actions at home?

?

• brush your teeth to prevent cavities
• look both ways before you cross the road
• obey your parents
• tell the truth

?

• practice the piano
• take out the trash
• clean up

What standards do you keep at school?
• be on time
• be kind
• listen to your teacher
• stay in line
• respect others
• do your best
• read 20 minutes a day
• turn in your homework
-15- smileifyou’rehappy-libertykids website link
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Lesson
WHEN our country was just a baby she needed a special blanket
to keep her safe, a standard to protect over 2 million Americans
that lived in 13 states.

In fact, today that blanket continues to
keep over 300 million people safe and
free living in 50 states.

The Founding
Fathers created a
Wow, that is a fantastic blanket!
beautiful blanket! We
call it the Constitution.

?

Who or What are the founding

fathers?

Vocabulary Word

Founding Fathers: A group of men Whom created the
Declaration of Independence and Constitution.

TELL the class they are going to hear the word Constitution
often throughout this lesson. HELP them think of a predetermined
action illustrating the meaning of Constitution and have them do it
each time they hear you say the word throughout the lesson.
(examples: stand and pretend like you are holding a large banner, hug yourself,
make a book with hands).
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Lesson

?

Constitution is a big word, what
does it mean?

Vocabulary Word

Constitution: A written set of principles or
standards that govern a country.

OUR Constitution protects the millions of people in America.
THE standards written in the Constitution protect the
personal freedom and liberty of each individual.

?

What is personal freedom and liberty?

The DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE explains the
reason every person is free when it states we...

“are endowed by their creator with certain
unalienable Rights.....to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed”.
-17-
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Lesson

?

What are unalienable rights?
(The God-given rights we are born with.)

THESE are the rights that make us unique.

It is the liberty to be diﬀerent.

The FREEDOM to choose likes and dislikes, free to choose
to be a fireman or a teacher, to be kind or mean.

It is

the freedom to be you or me!
The FOUNDING FATHERS created a Constitution with a
special set of standards to protect the freedoms of Americans,
standards decided and acted upon by each American.

JUST like your bike helmet and special blanket work as a
protection to your body, the Constitution protects every part
of who you are or who you may become.

OUR Constitutional “blanket” is so magnificent, countries
all over the world have copied it.
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Lesson

WHEN the delegates were writing our
constitution, the Father of our Country,

George Washington said,

“Let us raise a standard
to which the wise and
honest can repair.”
See page 20

[Frank Donovan, Mr. Madison's Constitution
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1965), p. 39]

HE knew American’s would be protected and happy if they set
high standards of living for all American’s to honor.

Discussion:

?
?
?

How did the Founding Father’s write the
Constitution? (Lots of hard work!)
Have you ever had to work
something?

hard at

Is it hard work to practice your
reading, math or spelling?
-19- smileifyou’rehappy-libertykids website link

George Washington
Gilbert Stuart Williamstown’s Portrait of George Washington
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Lesson

?
?

Do you ever want to give

up?

How and why do you keep working at

something until you are done?

HAVE students share personal experiences, and share your own
personal experiences of never giving up.
The Founding Fathers wrote our Declaration of Independence
and our Constitution; Check them out by touching HERE.

May 25, 1787

On
our Founding Fathers met in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to create a government for our newly independent country.
These men were educated, hard working father’s and leaders in their
communities. They wanted to create the very best system of government.
They did this by reading and studying the
governments that had ever been used in the world.
This was hard work! It was hot, there was no air
conditioning, and 55 delegates had to agree on the
standards for our constitution. They spent their
entire summer studying, creating, debating, and
keeping it all a secret until the work was complete.
They were tired and missed their homes and
families, but they never gave up! They worked
through the summer and completed our Constitution
See page 22

on

September 17, 1787..
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Lesson
ENCOURAGE your students to work hard and never give up.
ENGAGE the students in a ‘Never Give Up’ drill.
Directions:

1.

Have students lift arms
straight out from their
sides, parallel to the
ground.

‘Never
Give Up’
drill.

OR

2.

Prepare a stopwatch and
tell them they have one
minute to hold their
positions. Tell them it will
be difficult, they will want to
quit, but they must keep
going and remember to
never give up.

Have students line up in
the hallway against the
wall to do a wall sit.
Before they begin,
talk about the value
of cheering for one
another, to positively
encourage each other
to never give up.
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lead them in
cheering for each
other....you can do
it! Don’t quit!
Never give up!
You are amazing!
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Lesson
WHEN you complete the drill discuss how when we are faced with
challenges or disappointments we may think it is too hard to
keep going. WE may be faced with physical or a mental challenges,
but just like our Founding Father’s we must never give up!
EXPRESS your pride in how they kept trying to complete the
challenge you just gave them, how pleased you are in their
efforts at their school work and the encouragement they give to each
other in the classroom.

Simple sayings, poems, or music can help
you keep working when you want to give up.

CHOOSE one of the following quotes for your class to study and
memorize. SEPARATE into groups and allow ten minutes to
memorize and present your ‘Never Give Up’ quote.
The challenge:

EACH GROUP must have the quote memorized and present it
to the class through song, rap, charades, dramatization, or artwork.
You may PERFORM the meaning of the quote for the class, sing or
recite the words, draw a representation of each word or phrase.

-24-
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Lesson
Memorize either the poem or quote below:
Stick to your task till it sticks to you.
Beginners are many, but enders are few.
Honor, power, place and praise
Will come, in time, to the one who stays.
Stick to your task till it sticks to you.
Bend at it, sweat at it, smile at it too;
For out of the bend and the sweat and the smile
Will come life's victories, after a while.
-author unknown
"Formula W: Work will win when wishy-washy wishing won't.”
-Thomas Monson

BECAUSE our Founder’s worked so hard, they were able to write a
Constitution that would act like a blanket for Americans for
HUNDREDS of years.

?

What makes the Constitution so special?
(The form of government they created.)
-25-
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Lesson

?

What form of government did our
Founding Father’s create? (A Democratic Republic!)

Remember: Political parties are not the same thing as government forms.

HAVE students stand and recite the Pledge of Allegiance. CALL
ATTENTION to the pledge as they say “...to the Republic”.

?

Democratic Republic
Government?

What is a

Vocabulary Word
Democratic Republic: In a democratic republic
we are ruled by law, not the majority.
A DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC protects the rights of
individuals and minorities while limiting the power of the majority.

THIS is done through the people (you and me) electing
representatives and a president.
-26-
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Lesson

Did you know...

sometimes we get confused with vocabulary words?

We often hear the word Democracy associated with our form of
government. In both a Democratic

Republic and
Democracy the people have a voice, a vote. But Democratic
Republic protects the voice of ALL the people with law.

Vocabulary Word

Democracy: In a democracy the majority rules.
Leaving the minorities with no power in voice.
In a Democracy there is no law to protect the voice of
All the people, so only the majority is heard.

Did you know...

1 person

= 1 vote

the word democracy does not
appear in the Constitution or
Declaration of Independence?

-27-
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Lesson
LIFE EXAMPLE:
The difference between the two forms of governments in action is as follows:
Twenty people catch a robber in their building. Eighteen of
them want to send a suspected robber to jail and two do not
want him to be punished. In a Democracy the robber would go
to jail because the majority rules. In a Democratic Republic a
police man would come and take the robber to jail where he
would await a fair trial. A jury would decide whether or not to
send him to jail. They would have to agree 100%, unanimously,
NOT by the majority. The individual rights of the robber do
not depend on the majority but his rights are subject to the law.

The Founding Fathers began the Constitution
with the preamble:
“We the People of the United States, in Order to
form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our
Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution
for the United States of America.”
-28-
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Lesson
WE will understand what the Founders meant when we define
each phrase:
“We the People (the power of our government comes
from the people)
of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect
Union, (to unify our states)
establish Justice, (treat people equally)
insure domestic Tranquility, (keep citizens from
fighting one another)
provide for the common defence, (protect our Nation
from enemies)
promote the general Welfare, (protect our right to
work and live as we choose)
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of
America.” (design a balanced government with limited
powers that will protect our freedom)
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Lesson
YOU may choose to memorize the preamble through song.

School House
Rock Video
Touch HERE to view video

?

Do you like to balance?

OUR Founding Father’s performed a great balancing act
when they created our government.

LETS try out our own balancing skills.
CHOOSE or create your own balancing act from the following:

Have students:

• stand on one foot
• walk with textbook balanced on head
• relay race an egg on a spoon(hard-boiled of course)
• take students outside to walk on curb
• bring a 2 x 4 into classroom to practice balancing
• pat your head-and rub your tummy.
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Lesson

3

The
Branches of Government:
The CONSTITUTION protects and balances our personal
freedom with 3 branches of government.

(this does not mean a tree branch, but three separate governing areas).

?

What are the three branches

of government?

The Legislative (House of Representative’s +Senate=Congress), Executive and Judicial.

SHOW one of the following videos that best fits the needs of
your students.

1.
2.
3.

School House Rock
Three Branches Rap
Facts of Congress
-31-
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Lesson
USE pdf at the end of the
lesson help your students
review about the branches of
the government.

DO the following science trick (click title to view link) while explaining
the concept of balance in government:

THE three powers or branches of
government are represented by the fork,
spoon and toothpick. THEY have separate
functions but provide balance to each
other (this is commonly called checks and

balances) as they protect the purpose of the

THE purpose is to protect the
people’s liberty. ‘We the people’ are represented in the
science trick by the glass. THE people and their rights, the
constitution.

Legislative, Judicial, and Executive keep one another
balanced through law.
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Lesson
DIVIDE your class into three groups.

Classroom Activity:

The Principal or teacher will represent the Executive
Branch. The students are the Legislative (group 1), Judicial
(group 2), and the American people (group 3).

HAVE ‘The People’ express a classroom or school concern to the
Legislative group (need longer lunch or recess, wish they could do more art

projects, etc). HAVE the Legislative group create a plan or law to
solve the concern of the people (the health of our class is at risk because
we eat to fast, an extra 10 minutes added to the lunch hour is now
required). SEND the law to the Executive branch or Principal.
THE Principal can okay the law or send it back (veto) and have
them rewrite their idea. IF so, the Legislative could change a
couple of parts to make it acceptable (lunch will be longer one day

each week). AFTER the law is passed give it to ‘The People’ , if
they challenge the new law (stay longer for lunch everyday) it can be sent
to the Judicial branch who will determine if it is Constitutional,
or a law that should be protected by our Constitution.
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Lesson
YOU AND I, and all American’s keep our Constitution
balanced when we honor our responsibilities.

?

Do you have responsibilities at
What are they?

home?

(Make your bed, take out trash, clean your room, help with little
brother and sisters, take care of your yard, toys, property, etc. When
you are responsible at home your family life stays balanced and happy.)

The SAME is true for our responsibilities to our country.

?

What are our constitutional
responsibilities?
(Obey the laws, be involved in your community, defend what you
believe in by sharing your feelings with others, and VOTING.
When we do these things our Constitution stays balanced.)

Voting
VOTING is one of the best parts of our Constitutional
quilt. It is our right. A right is personal freedom.
WHEN you turn 18 years old you have the power to VOTE!
-34-
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Lesson

WHEN you vote you show our country what

matters most to you and your family.
It is
our God-given
right and
responsibility to
have a voice in
the laws of our
government.

You help decide how you live in

your town by VOTING.
•
•
•
•

Do you need a new city park?
Do you need a new school?
More teachers?
Swimming pool?

•
•
•
•

A grocery store?
Library?
Sidewalks?
Street lights?

We can practice voting now!

Vocabulary Word

Candidate: a person seeking or being considered for some
kind of position.
Lets have our own election here in our classroom. Instead
of voting for individual candidates, you will vote for your favorite
quilt. Two groups will each design a paper quilt. Your group will
decide on color, design, and how the quilt will be used in our
classroom or school. Maybe your quilt will have the power to help
you read, maybe a picnic quilt so you can have school lunch as a
picnic at the playground. At the end of the design, each group will
choose one representative to tell the class why they should vote for
their quilt. (see following page for details.)
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Lesson
Click HERE for printable
PDF papers shown below.
Voting Ballot

in the box of
Directions: Put a check mark
the quilt you are voting for.

Voting BallotI Voted Today!
Directions: Put a check mark
the quilt you are voting for.

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

in the box of

Team #1 Quilt

Team #1 Quilt

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

Team #2 Quilt

Team #2 Quilt I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

Voting Ballot
Directions: Put a check mark
the quilt you are voting for.

in the box of

Team #1 Quilt
Team #2 Quilt

Voting Ballot
Directions: Put a check mark
the quilt you are voting for.

Directions:

in the box of

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!
Team #1 Quilt

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!
Team #2 Quilt

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

See pages 37-38

For best
results print
this on a sheet
of labels

1. Divide the class into two groups.
2. Give each group a large blank white
piece of paper.
3. Have group representative present
the quilt to the class explaining why
their quilt deserves a vote.
4. Before voting begins, encourage
students to choose their vote on
their personal opinion, remind
them to respect the choices of
classmates.
5. Send voters to the ballots.
6. As a class tally up the votes and
report quilt winner.
7. Have both parties show respect by
shaking hands at end of election.

In case you were wondering about the Electoral College.

CHOOSE one

of the videos
below for an
Electoral College
explanation.

VIDEO #1

OR
-36-
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Voting Ballot
Directions: Put a check mark in the box of
the quilt you are voting for.

Voting Ballot
Directions: Put a check mark in the box of
the quilt you are voting for.

Team #1 Quilt

Team #1 Quilt

Team #2 Quilt

Team #2 Quilt

Voting Ballot

Voting Ballot

Directions: Put a check mark in the box of
the quilt you are voting for.

Directions: Put a check mark in the box of
the quilt you are voting for.

Team #1 Quilt

Team #1 Quilt

Team #2 Quilt

Team #2 Quilt

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

I Voted Today!

LESSON PLAN

Lesson

?

Do you know how the Presidential

voting process works?

How the voting process works, presented and designed by kids.

Click HERE to visit
website of 2012
Presidential election
information.

YOU will be 18 (eighteen) and voting for the Mayor or
President before you know it! UNTIL then, there is a
lot for you to do for America and her Constitution. OUR

Constitution is America’s standard of liberty.

?

How will you protect

today?

this standard

REMEMBER to obey the laws of our land.
-39-
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Lesson

?

How can you

obey?

SIMPLY start at home and school.

Obey parents and caregivers, keep your
school rules, and show respect to other people,
property, and buildings in your community.
Remember... to be involved in your community.

?

How do you do

this?

(Be a good neighbor and think of ways to help and serve others.)

WHEN you do these things you will help keep America’s
Republic balanced and our Constitutional quilt will
continue to cover and protect us for hundreds of years
into the

future.

-40-
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Lesson
Balance is a key skill in the art of quilting. A QUILT can
be a symmetrical design.

?

What does symmetrical

design mean?

Vocabulary Word

Symmetry: an image that is the same on both sides.
PRINT a worksheet from pages 40,

41

or Give each student 20cm x 20cm
graphing paper and have them create
a symmetrical quilt with triangles and
quadrilaterals using two, four, or five
different colors. LAMINATE each quilt
block and piece together with duct tape, creating a binding.
See page 42

HANG your Class Constitution Quilt in your classroom to
remind students of the protection our country’s
Constitution provides for us.

-41-
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Constitution Art Activity

Symmetrical Assessments Exercise
Touch HERE to
access printable
PDF worksheets

See pages 45-46

Name

Name

g all different
your quilt block usin
t is the
color and cut out
try: an image tha
me
Directions: Design,
sym
use
to
Remember
shapes and sizes.
s.
same on both side

Directions:
Design, color
and
Remember to
use symmetry: cut out your quilt block usi
ng all differe
an image tha
nt shapes and
t is the same
sizes.
on both sides.

Symmetrical

Quilt Block
Symmetrical Design

Tape together

here

Tape together

Tape together

Tape together here

here

Tape together here

Tape together here

Design Quilt
Block

here

Tape together here

Tape together

here

See pages 43-44

Touch here to access website with more details.
-42-
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Name
Directions: Design, color and cut out your quilt block using all different
shapes and sizes. Remember to use symmetry: an image that is the
same on both sides.

Symmetrical Design Quilt Block
Tape together here

Tape together here

Tape together here

Tape together here

Name
Directions: Design, color and cut out your quilt block using all different shapes and sizes.
Remember to use symmetry: an image that is the same on both sides.

Symmetrical Design Quilt Block
Tape together here

Tape together here

Tape together here

Tape together here

-45-
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Constitutional Quilt Block
4

2

3

NEEDS

CATEGORY EXCELLENT

GOOD

Design of Shapes are
quads and symmetrical
tri’s
and colorful,
with defined
quadrilateral
s and
triangles.

All but two
shapes are
symmetrical
and colorful.

-47-

1

IMPROVEME
NT

POOR

Only one
shape is
symmetrical
with only
one color
used.

No
understandi
ng of
symmetry or
shapes is
apparent.
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Resources

Images/Videos/Websites
Lesson Material: Heritage.org http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/
constitution_founding_fathers.html http://www.teachingamericanhistory.org/
convention/christy/
http://www.constitutionfacts.com/?
section=declaration&page=fascinatingFacts.cfm
http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/
constitution_founding_fathers.html
Two Dollar Bill: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cc/
US_%242_reverse-high.jpg
George Washington Photo: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/b/b6/
Gilbert_Stuart_Williamstown_Portrait_of_George_Washington.jpg
Constitution Image: http://www.historicdocumentsofamerica.com/
images/ConstitutionPage1001_big.jpg
Constitution facts: http://www.constitutionfacts.com/?
section=constitution&page=aboutTheSigners.cfm
Preamble song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=x5M50xBz1cU&feature=related
3 Branches-School House Rocks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=x5M50xBz1cU&feature=related
3 Branches-Rap: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZCB8EOY5d48&feature=related
3 Branches-facts of congress: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pyqEAPYnhjk&feature=player_embedded
Science experiment: http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/experiment/
balancing-utensils-table-trick
Voting process: http://www2.lhric.org/pocantico/election/president.htm
Assessment: http://teachinginroom6.blogspot.com/2012/02/math-socialstudies-awesomeness.html
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Resources
Quilt Block #1: http://ellisonlane.blogspot.com/2011/04/starflower-blocktutorial.html
Quilt Block #2: http://www.sewmamasew.com/store/media/blog/
EQMIITriangleBlockMiniQuilt1.jpg
Quilt Block #3: http://www.earlywomenmasters.net/quilts/s/symmetry/
symmetry.jpg
Quilt Block #4: http://0.tqn.com/d/quilting/1/0/w/X/-/-/
thirties_pinwheel.jpg
Signing of the Declaration of Independence: http://
3.bp.blogspot.com/-VHalMjXxSl4/T_O6bAmJMlI/AAAAAAAAAMY/
Rue1cxjYt-4/s1600/trumbull-large1.jpg
Glove Image: http://www.gardeningoncloud9.com/wp-content/uploads/
2010/05/leather-gloves-01.jpg
Police Car: http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-mFD6QuvBqL0/Tz5hm-M7q1I/
AAAAAAAAAPk/CLVk5e7Zcw8/s1600/dodge_charger_police_car.jpg
Fire Fighter: http://www.whatarehobbies.com/wp-content/uploads/
2012/09/41_result_pic.jpg
Umbrella: http://media.treehugger.com/assets/images/2011/10/targeteco-umbrella.jpg
Parents: http://www.publishedworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/
Parents-and-children-reading.jpg
White House: http://www.3debtconsolidation.com/images/the-whitehouse.jpg
The Capital Building: http://www.google.com/imgres?q=capital
+building&um=1&hl=en&client=safari&sa=N&rls=en&biw=1171&bih=866
&tbm=isch&tbnid=5lFqrdg_-Y-sTM:&imgrefurl=http://www.visitingdc.com/
capitol/capitol-buildingpicture.htm&docid=GmtjS7yGr1Nr9M&imgurl=http://www.visitingdc.com/
images/capitol-buildingpicture.jpg&w=780&h=346&ei=Cp13UKJ0qLOJAoj7geAB&zoom=1&iact=
hc&vpx=305&vpy=212&dur=416&hovh=149&hovw=337&tx=129&ty=72&s
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LESSON PLAN

Resources
ig=111702200525001348888&page=1&tbnh=118&tbnw=241&start=0&ndsp
=20&ved=1t:429,r:1,s:0,i:76
The Supreme Court Building: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:SCOTUSbuilding_1st_Street_SE.JPG
Checks and Balancing: http://www.socialstudieshelp.com/
Lesson_13_Notes.htm
Electoral College Video #1: http://dep.disney.go.com/ittelectoralcollege.html
Electoral College Video #2: http://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/
american-civics/v/electoral-college

Lesson Plan
written by Molly Foster
& designed by Heidi Tribe
© 2010 by We Are Liberty Kids.

wearelibertykids@gmail.com
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The Great Balancing
Act
America’s Government Review

How many branches of
government are there?

How many branches of
government are there?

3

What are their names?

What are their names?

Executive

What are their names?

Executive
Legislative

What are their names?

Executive
Legislative
Judicial

Where does the
Executive branch
reside?

The White House

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest Washington, DC

What is the Executive
member also known as?

What is the Executive
member also known as?

The President of
the United States
of America

Where does the
Legislative branch
work?

The Capital Building

The Capital Building
Washington, DC

What is another name for
the Legislative branch?

What is another name for
the Legislative branch?

Congress

What 2 groups make up
Congress or the Legislative
branch?

What 2 groups make up
Congress or the Legislative
branch?

House of Representatives

What 2 groups make up
Congress or the Legislative
branch?

House of Representatives
Senate

What are the
members of the
Judicial branch
called?

Supreme Court Justices

Where do
members of the
Judicial branch
work?

Supreme Court Building

Supreme Court Building
1 First St. NE Washington, DC

Who appoints members
of the Supreme Court or
Judicial branch?

Who appoints members
of the Supreme Court or
Judicial branch?

The President of
the United States
of America

How many members does
it currently have?

How many members does
it currently have?
9

How many members does
it currently have?
9
Its membership currently
consists of the Chief Justice of
the United States and eight
associate justices.

What guarantees
that no part of the
government
becomes too
powerful?

Checks and Balances

Who elects the
Executive branch?

We the People

Who elects the
Legislative branch?

We the People

We keep our
Constitutional quilt
covering all Americans
when we are
responsible. We the
people can make a
diﬀerence.

The Great Balancing
Act
created by We Are Liberty Kids

